Sexy Liberal Podcast Network

The Sexy Liberal Podcast network brings together progressive comedians who deliver great content to the under served progressive audience. The network delivers over 100,000 downloads per week. Hosts include: Stephanie Miller, John Fugelsang, Frangela, Hal Sparks, Bob Cesca and many more!

What You Need To Know

- The network consists of 9 podcasts and growing rapidly each month
- The Sexy Liberal Podcast Network is sold as a “Super Spot”. You buy 1 unit and ALL the hosts do a personal endorsement!
- The podcasts are released on various days Monday through Sunday collecting over 100,000 downloads per week

Audience: 50/50 Male/Female

Show Names

- AGD Podcast w/Rude Pundit
- The Bob Cesca Show
- Sanity w/John Fugelsang
- Frangela: The Final Word
- Stephanie Miller’s Happy Hour
- Hal Sparks Podcast
- Amped Up w/Proud Resister
- From the Bunker w/Jody Hamilton
- Out in Left Field w/Dana Goldberg